
In December, the UN Commission
on Narcotic Drugs (CND) reclassified
cannabis to recognize its medical
value. By a slim majority, the 53

member states of the CND adopted the World
Health Organization’s (WHO) recommenda-
tion on the change.  ASA and its program
the  International Medical Cannabis Patients
Coalition  (IMCPC) have been fighting to
deschedule cannabis at the United Nations for
over a decade. In 2016 ASA and the IMCPC pro-

duced an independent critical review of the sci-
ence on cannabis that was delivered to the UN,
showing that cannabis and its derivatives were
improperly classified. The CND decision to
reclassify puts pressure on US federal agencies
and elected officials to reconsider the 50-year-
old law on cannabis, which does not recognize
the differences between medical and recre-
ational use and makes activities authorized by
state medical cannabis programs federal
crimes.
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COVID Response Helps Access
When dispensaries and other cannabis busi-
nesses were ordered closed to slow the spread
of COVID-19, ASA responded immediately in
coordination with key stakeholders, holding
an emergency national meeting to gather
information about issues that are affecting
patients and businesses.  On March 16, ASA
sent a letter to elected officials and medical
cannabis program directors  urging them to
protect patient access and the medical
cannabis supply chain, including classifying
cannabis businesses as “essential services.”
Among the other recommendations are tax
relief for patients and cannabis businesses,
guidance for dispensaries on temporary
changes such as deliveries and increased pur-
chase limits, and extension of program identi-
fication card expiration dates. ASA has created
a resource page with recommendations and
guidelines at: safeaccessnow.org/COVID-19. 

Solution to Research Block
In 2020, ASA proposed the creation of a new
agency dedicated to cannabis regulation and
oversight. The  Office of Medical Cannabis
Control  (OMCC) would oversee the research
program and enable state-licensed cultivators
to provide medical cannabis to researchers.
The proposal was part of a report,   Ending the
Federal Conflict: Changing the Paradigm on
Medical Cannabis, calling for either deschedul-
ing cannabis or rescheduling it to a new classi-
fication that would allow for cannabis to be
used as a frontline medication. ASA’s model
legislation would establish national oversight
of operating licenses, standards for labeling
and packaging, cultivation, and testing for
potential threats to health. States would have
to meet the new federal standards. The pro-
posed legislation would also streamline
research access for medical cannabis by cen-
tralizing study approval under the new OMCC.
Under ASA’s proposal, the new OMCC would
establish at least one federally funded medical
cannabis research and development center,
establish a federal system of laboratory stan-
dards, and create a program for certifying
research on medical cannabis. To learn more
and view the full report and draft legislation,
please visit safeaccessnow.org/omcc.
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MORE Act Passes
On December 4, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed the first major
cannabis reform bill, the

bipartisan  Marijuana Opportunity
Reinvestment and Expungement Act (MORE
Act). The bill, HR 3884, was sent to the Senate,
but no action was taken. The bill would have
decriminalized cannabis at the federal level
and allowed patients to travel across state lines
with their cannabis without fear of punitive
law enforcement intervention, fines, or jail
time.  ASA worked to add a provision that
authorizes research on the mental and physical
health applications of cannabis to veterans,
mirroring the VA Medical Cannabis Research
Act of 2019, HR 712, which had not received a
vote. The MORE Act would have provided fed-
eral oversight over key components of medical
cannabis policy that states have struggled
with, such as laboratory testing, labeling stan-

dards, and businesses practices. The bill will be
reintroduced in the new Congress, where it
will have a better chance of getting a vote in
the Senate. 

Research Act Passes
On December 9, the U.S. House of
Representatives passed by a voice vote HR
3797, the Medical Marijuana Research Act of
2019, and sent it to the Senate, where no hear-
ing or vote was scheduled. If enacted, the
bipartisan legislation would remove many
existing barriers to research that can benefit
patients. Researchers would be able to study
the cannabis products that patients and con-
sumers are using in state programs, and the act
would direct the U.S. Department of Health
and Human Services to issue a report on the
results of medical cannabis
research. The Medical Marijuana Research Act
will be reintroduced in the new Congress.

FEDERAL: LANDMARK LEGISLATION IN 2020

STATES: EXPANDING ACCESS IN 2020

INTERNATIONAL
UN Recognizes Medical Value of Cannabis

5 States Pass Initiatives
Voters in five states overwhelmingly approved
cannabis ballot initiatives on November 3. The
new medical cannabis states are Mississippi,
where Initiative 65 got 74.1% of the vote, and
South Dakota, where Measure 26  received
69.2%. For more details, see the ASA blog at
safeaccessnow.org/election_2020_1.

In Mississippi, voters picked between compet-
ing initiatives, choosing the less restrictive
option. The initiative will allow possession of
up to 2.5 ounces of cannabis for patients qual-

ifying with one or more of 22 conditions.
Patient registry cards are to be issued by
August 15, 2021.

In South Dakota, voters ended cannabis prohi-
bition altogether, approving both medical
cannabis  Measure 26 and adult-
use  Amendment A. Measure 26 authorizes
qualifying patients to purchase and possess up
to three ounces of cannabis, with no more
than 8 grams to be in a concentrated form,
and grow up to three cannabis plants if no
cannabis retailers are licensed by a resident’s
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Action Alert: Maintain the Gains! Share Your Support 
ASA and other medical cannabis advocates successfully lobbied state and local offi-
cials to ease restrictions on access in light of the COVID pandemic. The improvements
patients obtained should not be lost when the pandemic ends. 

Take action today on social media to show your support for maintaining the gains.
Just go to safeaccessnow.org/maintain.

local jurisdiction. The Department of Health
must have rules in place by October 28, 2021,
and have patient identification cards available
by November 18, 2021. 

In Arizona, adult-use  Proposition 207  passed
with 59.8% support. The measure went into
immediate effect, allowing Arizona residents
21 years of age or older to grow up to six
plants and to purchase and possess up to an
ounce of cannabis and five grams of cannabis
concentrates.   

In New Jersey voters approved adult-use initia-
tive Question 1 with 66.9% support. The con-
stitutional amendment, which is set to take
effect on January 1, 2021, imposes taxes but
leaves rulemaking up to state lawmakers.

In Montana, adult-use  Initiative 190  passed
with 56.5% support. The law went into effect
January 1, 2021, and allows anyone 21 years of
age or older to purchase and possess up to one
ounce of cannabis or eight grams of concen-
trate, and grow up to four mature cannabis
plants and four seedlings.

Louisiana Expands Program
Louisiana's highly restrictive medical cannabis
program was expanded to be more effective
in 2020. Physicians can now recommend
cannabis to treat any “debilitating” medical
condition. Cannabis businesses may access
more financial services, as legislation now pro-
hibits state banking regulators from penaliz-
ing banks and credit unions for working with
the industry. Lastly, physicians and medical
centers are explicitly protected by state law for
recommending cannabis or working with
patients who use it.

ASA's Releases States Report
On September 10, ASA released its annual
report, the “2020 State of the States Report:
An Analysis of Medical Cannabis Access in the
United States” which grades state programs
from a patient perspective. The 2020 report
found COVID had a big impact, but it wasn’t
all bad news. Thanks in part to ASA’s efforts,
governors and medical cannabis directors
in several states put in place temporary regu-
lations that further protected patients while
also guaranteeing no disruption to safe access
to medical cannabis for patients. Curbside
pickup, delivery, and telehealth were tempo-
rary regulations many states put in place to
ensure continued access to medicine.  These
COVID solutions also addressed some of the
pre-existing needs for patients. ASA’s recom-
mendations on how to end the federal conflict
through an Office of Medical Cannabis federal
oversight is included in the  Model Federal
Legislation report.
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UPCOMING EVENT
Strategic Planning Meeting

for ASA Members
On February  10th ASA will be hosting a
2021 Strategic Planning Member Meeting
at  3 pm ET (noon PT).  This members-only
meeting will give our members the oppor-
tunity to help us shape our 2021 agenda
and our priorities in state, federal and
international advocacy.  While membership
is normally only $35 a year, for the next few
weeks only, we are offering a special dis-
counted membership. Sign up today at
safeaccessnow.org/member21 to receive
our members-only emails which will include
more information about the meeting. 

Updated Travel Guide
In November, ASA updated its Medical
Cannabis Patient’s Guide for US Travel with
the new changes in state laws and reciproc-
ity between states. Patients who travel for
personal or employment reasons can find
answers about how to access medical
cannabis in an unfamiliar place at
www.safeaccessnow.org/travel. 

Health Provider Education
ASA made available two free educational
resources with  TheAnswerPage.com, which
provides accredited education to health-
care professionals, on medical cannabis
information.   The “Healthcare Provider
Letter” invites your medical professionals to
increase their cannabis knowledge, earn
continuing education credits (CME), and
receive Cannabis Care Certification (CCC).
TheAnswerPage.com and ASA also pub-
lished a short online video on the basics of
how cannabis interacts with the body.

CDC Chronic Pain Meeting
ASA provided insights on using cannabis for
pain management as part of a stakeholders’
discussion with the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention (CDC). ASA high-
lighted information on medical cannabis
treatment options, challenges faced by
patients in securing access and the many
educational and training resources ASA has
available for lawmakers, regulators,
researchers, physicians, caregivers and
patients on medical cannabis.  

ASA Partners on Podcast
with The Cannigma

ASA is now co-producing an informational
podcast for cannabis patients, caregivers,
providers and supporters. The twice-a-
month podcast with The Cannigma, an edu-
cational website dedicated to the healing
properties of cannabis, includes segments
during each episode dedicated to highlight
ASA’s advocacy. The Cannabis Enigma pod-
cast provides insight from medical cannabis
researchers, doctors, and patients sharing
new developments, educational informa-
tion, and stories. Listen to all the episodes
at safeaccessnow.org/podcasts.
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